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Abstract

Dynamic spectrum access technique is a crucial solution
to mitigate the potential spectrum scarcity problem. Re-
cently, Dou et al. have presented a privacy-preserving
centralized dynamic spectrum access system [IEEE Jour-
nal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 35, no. 1,
pp. 173–187, 2017], based on Paillier public-key encryp-
tion and secure multi-party computation. This note
shows that the scheme fails to prevent the distributor from
determining whether a target secondary user is authorized
by the server and recover the user’s operation data. The
practical running modulus in the suggested public key en-
cryption is 4096 bits, and the encryption should be used
to blind all data, not any session key as usual. The short-
coming renders the scheme quite inefficient.
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1 Introduction

Centralized spectrum management is a mechanism to gov-
ern the spectrum sharing between government incumbent
users (IUs) and commercial secondary users (SUs). With
the development of spectrum access system, privacy has
become more and more serious. Since operation infor-
mation of government IUs is often classified, these IUs’
operation data are highly sensitive. Similarly, SUs’ op-
eration data may also be sensitive commercial secrets for
their operators.

In 2013, Gao et al. [9] considered the location privacy
in database-driven cognitive radio networks. After that,
Bahrak et al. [1, 20] investigated the problem of loca-
tion spoofing attack and its countermeasures in database-
driven cognitive radio networks. Jin et al. [12] presented
a scheme for safeguard dynamic spectrum access against
fake secondary users. In 2016, Dou et al. [7] also pre-
sented a scheme for preserving incumbent users’ privacy
in exclusion-zone-based spectrum access systems.

Thakur et al. [17,18] designed several frame structures
for hybrid spectrum access strategy in cognitive radio
communication systems, and authentication protocols for
passive RFID tags. Clark et al. [6, 11] proposed a scal-
able spectrum access system for massive machine type
communication. In 2019, Karimi et al. [3,5,13] have con-
sidered the problem of robust spectrum access for hybrid
interweave-underlay cognitive radio systems using prob-
abilistic spectrum access, and that of fair dynamic spec-
trum management in licensed shared access systems. Very
recently, Pan et al. [4,10,16] have presented an enhanced
secure smart card-based password authentication scheme.

Multi-party computation (MPC) allows multiple par-
ties to jointly compute a function over their inputs, while
keeping these inputs, the intermediate computation re-
sults and the outputs private. In 2009, Bogetoft et
al. [2] discussed the practical implementation of MPC.
Lindell and Pinkas investigated the possible application of
MPC for privacy-preserving data mining. In 2018, Mar-
tins et al. [14] provided a good survey on fully homomor-
phic encryption (an engineering perspective). Recently,
Yahyaoui and Kettani [19] designed an efficient fully ho-
momorphic encryption scheme.

In 2017, Dou et al. [8] have presented a privacy-
preserving centralized dynamic spectrum access system
based on the Paillier public key encryption [15] and multi-
party computation. It claimed that none of the IU (in-
cumbent user) or SU (secondary user) operation data
would be exposed to any snooping party. But we find
the scheme is flawed, because the new entity, Key Dis-
tributor, can decide whether a target SU is authorized
by the server. He can also recover the target SU’s oper-
ation data. Besides, the suggested running modulus in
the secure multi-party computation is of 4096 bits which
renders the scheme is very inefficient.
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2 Preliminaries

The involved secure multi-party computation in the
scheme is based on the below variation of Paillier encryp-
tion [15].

Key generation. Choose two big primes p and q to com-
pute n = pq and λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1). Pick g ∈ Z∗

n2

to compute

µ = (L(gλ mod n2))−1 mod n,whereL(x) =
x− 1

n

Set the public key pk as (n, g) and the secret key sk
as (λ, µ).

Encryption. Given m ∈ Zn, pick a one-time random
number r to compute

[[m]] = Encpk(m, r) = g(m+nr) mod n2.

Decryption. Given the ciphertext [[m]], recover the
plaintext by computing

m=Decsk([[m]])=L([[m]]λ mod n2) · µ mod n.

3 Review of the Scheme

In the scheme, there are four entities: incumbent
users (IUs), secondary users (SUs), a SAS Server S, and
a Key Distributor K. The Server is semi-honest who can
only passively monitor the executions to infer IU/SU’s
operation information, and cannot actively deviate from
the process. The server S is responsible for computing
spectrum allocation. The distributor K will not collude
with the server S to compromise IU/SU’s operation data.

The challenges for a SAS system include:

1) To ensure accurate interference management, it usu-
ally adopts complex radio propagation models, which
could incur huge computation and communication
overhead;

2) It should ensure that SUs’ operation will not disturb
any IU;

3) If an SU’s spectrum access request is approved, it
needs to issue a license that permits the SU to access
the spectrum in a certain pattern.

The goal of the system is to realize the SAS process cor-
rectly, while preserving the IU/SU’s data privacy from the
semi-honest SAS server. The privacy-related parameters
are summarized as follows (Table 1).

The plain scenario of spectrum access system and its
secure multi-party computation scenario can be described
below (Table 2). The involved operations are defined as
follows, where the integers m1,m2 ∈ Zn are encoded in
the two’s complement forms without the risk of overflow.

� Addition(⊕): Decsk([[m1]]⊕ [[m2]]) = m1 +m2.

� Multiplication(⊗): Decsk(c⊗ [[m]]) = c ·m.

� Subtraction(⊖): Decsk([[m1]]⊖ [[m2]]) = m1 −m2.

Table 1: The related parameters

parameter notation quantization
parameter notation level
IU, SU location l, j L
IU, SU antenna height hI , hS HI , HS

IU, SU operating frequency fI , fS F
IU interference threshold ζ —
SU maximum transmit power η —

4 Analysis

Let sign(x) = 1 if x > 0, or −1 if x ≤ 0. The essential
relations in the scheme are that

sign(Xb(l, hI , fI)) = sign(Gb(l, hI , fI)) · sign(ϵ(l, hI , fI)),

sign(Yb(l, hI , fI)) = sign(Xb(l, hI , fI)),

Qb(l, hI , fI) = sign(ϵ(l, hI , fI)) · sign(Yb(l, hI , fI))− 1

= sign(Gb(l, hI , fI))− 1

= 0 or− 2,

Db = Cb + σ
∑

l,hI ,fI

Qb(l, hI , fI).

If and only if
∑

l,hI ,fI
Qb(l, hI , fI) = 0, i.e.,∑

l,hI ,fI

(sign(Gb(l, hI , fI))− 1) = 0

. The signature Cb is valid, and the user SUb is securely
authorized. The corresponding requirement in the plain
scenario is that Gb(l, hI , fI) > 0,∀(l, hI , fI).

⋄ The new scenario should introduce a special en-
tity to play the role of Distributor K. In the secure
multi-party computation scenario, the server S only ob-
tains [[Rb]], [[Ti]], [[Yb]]pkb , [[Ub]], but fails to recover the
plaintexts Rb,Ti. How about the new entity K (the key
distributor)? It suggests that [8]: “In the real world, S
can be operated by some commercial third party (e.g.,
Google) for enhanced efficiency and scalability; K is op-
erated by IUs.” It also specifies that: “K creates a group
Paillier public/private key pair (pkG, skG).” We want to
stress that the suggestion is hard to implement practi-
cally because there are generally many incumbent users,
and it is a big challenge to share the secret key skG among
them. Moreover, it is not easy for them to answer S’s re-
quests dynamically and collaboratively. So, it is better to
introduce a special entity to play the role.

⋄ The Distributor K can decide whether the secondary
user SUb is authorized by the server. Besides, he can re-
cover the SUb’s operation data. It specifies that [8]: “We
assume K is trusted in keeping skG secret only to itself,
and K will not collude with S to compromise IU/SU oper-
ation data.“ That means K is not fully honest. Otherwise,
the server S can simply send [[Gb]] to K, instead of its
camouflage [[Xb]]. So, the new entity K is assumed to
have the intention to snoop IU/SU operation data. But
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Table 2: Two different scenarios of SAS

The plain scenario
SUb (secondary user) S (centralized spectrum access system server) IUs (incumbent users)

Generate Rb. Compute the attenuation map I = {I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS)}, Update Ti.
Rb−−→ T′ =

∑
i Ti, and the interference budget matrix

Ti←−−
N = {N(l, hI , fI)}, where N(l, hI , fI) = T ′(l, hI , fI) if
T ′(l, hI , fI) ̸= 0, otherwise set N(l, hI , fI) =∞.
Compute the interference indicator matrix Gb by
Fb(l, hI , fI) =

∑
j,hS ,fS

Rb(j, hS , fS)× I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS),

Gb(l, hI , fI) = N(l, hI , fI)− Fb(l, hI , fI).
If ∃ (l∗, h∗

I , f
∗
I ) s.t., Gb(l

∗, h∗
I , f

∗
I ) ≤ 0, deny SUb’s request.

Otherwise, return a valid license to SUb.
Update N by N(l, hI , fI)← N(l, hI , fI)− Fb(l, hI , fI).

The secure multi-party computation based scenario
SUb S IUs

Generate Rb and encrypt Compute I = {I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS)}, [[T′]] =
∑

i[[Ti]], Update Ti and encrypt
it as [[Rb]] by pkG. [[N]] = [[T′]]⊕ [[Z]], where Z’s entries are it as [[Ti]] by pkG.

[[Rb]]−−−→ all set to 2k−1 − 1. Compute [[Fb(l, hI , fI)]]
[[Ti]]←−−−

= ⊕j,hS ,fS [[Rb(j, hS , fS)]]⊗ I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS),
[[Gb(l, hI , fI)]] = [[N(l, hI , fI)]]⊖ [[Fb(l, hI , fI)]].
Choose α(l, hI , fI) > β(l, hI , fI) > 0, τ(l, hI , fI),
and pick ϵ(l, hI , fI) ∈ {−1, 1} to compute
[[Xb(l, hI , fI)]] = (α(l, hI , fI)⊗ [[Gb(l, hI , fI)]]

⊕[[τ(l, hI , fI)]]⊖ [[β(l, hI , fI)]])⊗ ϵ(l, hI , fI). K who is practically operated by IUs,
[[Xb]]−−−→ uses skG to decrypt [[Xb]].

Generate [[Yb]] by letting
Yb(l, hI , fI) = 1 if Xb(l, hI , fI) > 0, or
Yb(l, hI , fI) = −1 if Xb(l, hI , fI) ≤ 0.
Encrypt it as [[Yb]]pkb by pkb.

Generate [[Qb]]pkb by letting [[Qb(l, hI , fI)]]pkb
[[Yb]]pkb←−−−−−

=
(
ϵ(l, hI , fI)⊗ [[Yb(l, hI , fI)]]pkb

)
⊖ [[1]]pkb .

Create a spectrum license L for SUb.
Generate a signature Cb of the license L.
Pick a random integer σ to compute [[Db]]pkb =
[[Cb]]pkb ⊕ (σ ⊗ (⊕l,hI ,fI [[Qb(l, hI , fI)]]pkb)).
L,[[Db]]pkb ,[[Fb]]←−−−−−−−−−−

Decrypt [[Db]]pkb . For
∀ (l, hI , fI), check whether

Db is a valid signature.
If true, compute [[Ub]] by

setting [[Ub(l, hI , fI)]]
= [[Fb(l, hI , fI)]]⊕ [[0]].

Otherwise, set it be [[0]]. Update [[N]] by
[[Ub]]−−−→ [[N(l, hI , fI)]]← [[N(l, hI , fI)]]⊖ [[Ub(l, hI , fI)]].

it is hard for K to practically eavesdrop all communica-
tions between all secondary users and the server, or that
between all incumbent users and the server.

In the new scheme, K needs to generate [[Yb]]pkb for
the target user SUb. So, he only needs to eavesdrop the
communications between the target user and the server to
obtain [[Fb]], [[Ub]]. He then recovers Fb, Ub, and checks
that

Ub(l, hI , fI) = Fb(l, hI , fI),∀ (l, hI , fI).

If true, K can decide that the user SUb is authorized.
Clearly, he can also recover the operation data Rb from
the tapped data [[Rb]]. Thus, the scheme cannot truly
prevent the Distributor K from knowing the data.
⋄ The new scheme is too inefficient to implement prac-

tically. As we see, the computations in the plain scheme
can be restricted to an upper bound w, say w = 240, be-

cause only the usual multiplications are involved. The
new scheme needs to perform lots of modular exponen-
tiations with the modulus n2, where n is of 2048 bits.
The working parameter is of 4096 bits. It is very time-
consuming because one modular exponentiation almost
takes 0.0156 second (on PC, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-479
CPU 3.60GHz, RAM 4.00GB). Note that the working pa-
rameter for RSA cryptosystem is of 2048 bits. Moreover,
RSA is only used for encrypting session keys (invoked by
the subsequent symmetric key encryption, such as AES),
instead of any practical message.

5 Conclusion

We show that the Dou et al.’s scheme fails to prevent
the Key Distributor from knowing users’ operation data,
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although it can prevent the Server from knowing the
data. It is still a challenge to efficiently and systematically
combine homomorphic encryption into secure multi-party
computation. We would like to stress that the Paillier
cryptosystem is a public key encryption which seems un-
suited to directly blinding any information data because
of its huge working modulus.
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